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It requires an abundance of positivity with the
right amount of clear-headedness to reach
the destination where you want to be. Meraki
provides the perfect content to kindle the
minds of Crescentians leading them to a road
of self-discovery. It brings creativity with
different colours from the palette curated by
the members of Crescent Literary Society,
which I hope will help the students to reach
their potential.
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I praise the students of Crescent Literary Society
for their consistent efforts to pave their way
towards fruitful endeavours, even in the darkest
of times. MERAKI opens the doorways for every
artist to introspect and brings a variety of
unspoken ideas to light. It believes that an artist
traverses a unique journey while crafting their
piece, which nurtures, and often acts as an
eyeopener, shaping them into better individuals.
Congratulations are in order too for successfully
releasing their magazine time after time. All in all,
I can saywith utmost confidence that their journey
through their work will add colours to others'
journeys too.

ProViceChancellor

Registrar
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Meraki brings together creativity and meaningful
endeavours, leaving imprintsof its creators in itspieces. It
does not fail to bring a sense of connectivity during these
dark times as it conveys its message through the artist's
vision. With the help of energetic and dedicated
individuals, Crescent Literary Society presents you
Meraki, bringing life to words and showing you the light to
the journey you hope to begin or giving the motivation to
continue the path you have chosen.

“Creativity is intelligence having fun” – said Albert
Einstein. Thecurrent editionofWriters Inc. testifies to this
adage. It is, indeed, a fulfilling and delightful experience
to savour this sumptuous medley of creative works –
poems, arts, articles, reviews, crossword, photos, etc.
The “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings” – to
borrow from Wordsworth – is well expressed through
poetry as well as in other art forms. I would like to extend
my loving wishes and hearty congratulations to the
Editorial Board on bringing out this issue of Meraki during
this pandemic, which attests to their unwavering passion,
true mettle and diligence. I wish all the readers a
refreshing time reading this issue.
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a farewell letter

Dearest seniors,

I am not sure if it’s too early or too late to say goodbye. It’s usually the arrival of people
which calls for celebration and seldom the goodbyes, and though we are of mixed
feelings right now this farewell calls for celebration. Congratulations! You endured some
of your most stressful days and every exam that came your way. Kudos to that! You
have finally made it to the real world, and we couldn’t be more proud of you.

Perhaps familiarity has brought over a sense of comfort over you and the sudden
change of prospects may seem a little scary or intimidating, rather than incite the
excitement you were promised it would. You might not see a few of your friends
anymore or have another chance to walk these corridors. This place will always be home
to you nevertheless, and these gates will welcome you anytime. Most of you are leaving
here with a job in hand or your higher education planned out. But try to have in mind
that every step in this journey is a destination in itself. As we say our goodbyes let me
remind you of something you have taught us, ‘great things don’t come from comfort
zones’. Life may not be kind sometimes, but remember at the end of the day that we
are only a phone call away.

The few fleeting years we got to spend with you helped us grow. You have been nothing
but kind and compassionate to us and set the benchmark so high that now, in the
midst of saying our goodbyes we find ourselves shouldered with the responsibility of
being there for our juniors, as you were there for us. Trying to fill your shoes will be a
huge transition for us, even more so without you to guide us along every step of the
way. Of course, this would have seemed near impossible if you hadn’t taught us well to
begin with but thankfully you have been nothing short of a bunch of encouraging and
inspiring people. We owe so much to you, so let me attempt at thanking you for a few
of those things. Thank you for making us feel welcome when we first came here, for
being our family at the hostel, for showing us there’s more to college than just books
and lectures, for creating opportunities for us and helping us follow our passions, for
fervently teaching us the night before an exam, for the countless lunches you shared,
for helping us bunk classes when we were bored, for listening to our rants after college
and for teaching us to always strive for better and greater things. Thank you for guiding
us and for being our best friends. Thank you for walking the extra mile with us

Although we’ve sat by and listened to the countless times you cursed this place, we
know leaving is going to be harder on you than you make it sound, so please try to think
of the amazing things that are ahead. You are going to learn, grow, experience so much
in the coming years and though you will meet new people, we promise to be there to
celebrate your every milestone. There’s a whole new world out there waiting just for
you, and if you ever doubt yourself to take the next step, you need only look back to
find our smiling faces cheering you on.

Love,

Kaaviya Balakrishnasn,
President of Crescent Literary Society,
4th year BTech Biotech
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for freshersA dozen tips
to have a memorable college experience

one
two
three
four
five
six

Be open-minded. Socialize with your peers more and try to
be non-judgmental. You must understand that your batch mates
are just like you so try to see things through their perspectives.
It is all a learning process, be kind to yourself and others.

Explore early. Try new things from the very beginning, which will
in turn help you overcome your fear of failure or making mistakes.
If not now, then when?

Join clubs or societies. Keep it simple and pick a club or two to
begin with. You can work with more clubs once you get used to
the college routine. Clubs give you a great platform to express
yourselves, learn a skill, develop your passion and meet people
with similar ideas as you.

Seize every opportunity that comes your way. Attend each
workshop and conference. Participate in intra and inter
college culturals. It’s not necessary to win in every event, the
mere prospect of participating will help you grow as an
individual.

Try to stay organised. Take up enough work so that your
precious time isn’t wasted but you’re not put under too much
pressure either. The trick is to pick things that contribute
towards your growth while also being fun to do.

Remember, your first friendships need not make it till the last day.
You will make new friends even during your final year. Always be
open to possibilities. Although some of these relationships might
seem demanding, let them not be at the cost of your freedom or
growth.
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for freshers
to have a memorable college experience

seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve

Make friends with seniors. Your seniors know their way around the
place and are always happy to guide you. Crescent has never
worked based on seniority but on talent and personality. Use it
to your advantage.

Talk to your teachers. Conversations may be a bit hard to
initiate, but establishing a good relationship with your teachers
will take you a long way. They are known to be friendly and willing
to help. (Try not to overdo it!)

Keep track of your health. Cliché? Yes. Most students develop
unhealthy sleeping and food habits which tend to reflect on them
soon. Try to get enough sleep and not skip any meals. Start this
practice from the very first year or else it would be difficult to
incorporate them into your lifestyle later on.

Stay in touch with family or school peers. However exciting this
chapter is, strike a balance between your relationships so you
don’t get carried away. It is extremely important to maintain a
good social life alongside your academic development.

Spend wisely. This is the time when splurging might seem like the
logical thing to do, but try to keep check what you spend, and
save a little for the future too.

Great things never come from comfort zones. So, step out (baby
steps are okay!) give it your best and have fun while you’re at it.
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Various avenues to pursue your hobbies
at Crescent

beyondclassroomwalls

College life is not simply limited to
studying and achieving the top
rank. Although attaining
knowledge and wisdom is the
primary aim of going to college,
people tend to forget the saying
“All work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy”. Extra-curricular
activities are just as important as
studies for someone’s growth, both
as a student and as an individual.
It would also help to have
something out of the ordinary on
your resume, which would in turn
provide you with an edge over
your peers for the foreseeable
future. At Crescent, we make sure
to equally emphasize on both
studies and extracurricular
activities. You can find a club filled
with like-minded people for every
other interest or hobby you may
have, who will help you share,
learn, relearn and grow in this
respective area. So, you can take
this opportunity to rekindle your
lost interests and excel in them by
joining a club.
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Art has established itself as one of the most powerful tools of expression for a really long time.
Today, we're more saturated tech wise than ever before and Digital Art is a term you'd have
inevitably come across at some point or the other. With easily accessible applications & countless
free tutorials available online - almost everyone is provided with the opportunity to explore,
engage and express themselves with their digital creations from the comfort of their devices. The
influence social media platforms have on bringing these unsung artists to light, with just a click of
a button is nothing short of incredible. Not to mention the diverse yet equally great work
opportunities software and art tech tools have created in the recent years. It is an enormous &
ever growing community and there is still enough space left for everyone out there!

Crescent Literary Society is proud to support Digital Artists and we would love to present to you
some of our beautiful finds!

4th year B.Tech CSE |@4emptyshots
Fatah M Aziz

Digi art : the new era

3rd year B.Tech Biotech |@kaaviya_balakrishnan
Kaaviya Balakrishnan
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5th year B.Architecture |@obs_cured_artist
Mohammed Farhan

4th year B.Architecture |@aparna.gayathri

Aparna Gayathri

3rd year B.Tech CSE |@somedumstuff

Deepak. T
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